BamAir 2.0 – turns iPhones and iPads into powerful presentation tools

The Austrian software developer DonkeyCat released the latest version of his app BeamAir.
BeamAir turns an iPhone or iPad into a mobile projector and remote control for pictures and
presentations, which can thus be made available on larger screens to a remote audience.
With the Version 2.0 BeamAir turns from a handy image sharing app into a powerful
presentation tool. It is now possible to draw live on pictures or slides like on a whiteboard.
Presentations can be imported directly from the Dropbox, sessions can be scheduled and
phone conferences added.
Gerald Novak, CEO of DonkeyCat: “It was very important to us, that no registration or setup
time is needed. You simply start presenting, anywhere and anytime - BeamAir is the slide
projector of the mobile age.”
BeamAir broadcasts images and PDF documents from an iPhone or iPad live to any device
with internet access. When starting the app an individual link with a code for the current
session is generated. This link can be shared with the audience from within the app, for
example via Facebook, Twitter, e-mail or a text message. Of course the code may also be
shared verbally.
The audience doesn’t need anything but a device with an internet connection. The session
link can be opened in any browser alternatively the session code can also be entered at
beamair.com. Now the app user can present his pictures or slides and controls what the
viewer sees by flicking through the images.
After a session has been closed, viewers can no longer access the images,
and all data is deleted from the servers immediately. So no traces of the session remain
online.
BeamAir is available worldwide through the App Store in the Photo and Video category. It is
a universal app, works on both iPhone and iPad and is optimized for iOS7.
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